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SUMMARY

The Litton LTN-211 Omega Navigation System (ONS) is currently in service in RAF

transport and other aircraft. This Memorandum covers installation and flight trials c:

a variant of the Service Omega equipment in a Wessex helicopter.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Omega is generally regarded as a long-range navigation aid particularly suited to

world-wide transport and maritime operations. RN2 Division has been heavily involved in

the programme to fit the Litton LTN-211 ONS to RAF fixed-wing aircraft. The LTN-211 ONS

has available, although not incorporated in the RAF purchase, a variety of software

options, including search and rescue (SAR) and rendezvous programmes, which are relevant

to helicopter operation. RAE were tasked to carry out limited flight testing of the ONS

in a Wessex helicopter.

Some preliminary skin mapping has taken place on the RAE Sea King helicopter. This

is discussed in the Appendix.

2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE LITTON LTN-211 ONS

A detailed description of the ONS is outside the scope of this Memorandum but the

following brief outline is pertinent.

The equipment is an all-weather, world-wide navigation system with a bounded error

capability. Operating on three Omega navigation frequencies and signals received from

nine world-wide VLF communication stations, the equipment offers all guidance parameters

required for great circle navigation. The system provides as outputs present position

(latitude/longitude), track angle, ground speed, heading (magnetic, true or gyro), drift

angle, cross track and track angle error, desired track, waypoint coordinates, distance

to waypoints, estimated time of arrival (ETA), estimated time to destination (ETD), wind

direction and velocity, time (GMT) and date. As a backup to the primary Omega/VLF derived

mode of operating the system, a dead-reckoning (DR) mode is provided, based on air speed

and aircraft heading. The DR mode is automatically selected when the number and quality

of received Omega/VLF signals fall below the levels required for accurate navigation.

Synchronisation is automatic and the system aligns itself with Omega/VLP trans-

missions. After initial entry of position, time and date, selection of stations to be

used for navigation is automatic. Signals, from all Omega and VLF transmitters meet-

ing range, signal/noise, etc criteria are used to provide multiple redundancy of inform-

ation and enhanced accuracy. This method enables maximum position accuracy to be

achieved, as account is taken of the quality of the signals, their propagation stability

and which stations are least likely to be affected by diurnal transitions.

After initialisation, waypoint information can be entered as latitude/longitude and,

when a traci: is selected, the system automatically navigates from waypoint to waypoint.

It is possible to bypass or change a waypoint in flight and several methods of track

changing are incorporated to allow for alteration in flight pat. The system can provide

outputs to the aircraft horizontal situation indicator (HSI) and steering information to

an autopilot.

The equipment contains facilities for operator error detection, station deselection

and reselection, magnetic, true or gyro heading display, remote ranging, wind update in

DR, manual true airspeed (TAS) and heading update in the event of input failure, mal-

function code readout with full, self test and gyro (grid) navigation. The equipment is

to full ARINO 599 standar'd.1
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Software options, particularly appropriate to helicopter operations, il.cl.;e tl.rf

automatic search patterns:

(a) Ladder pattern

(b) Expanding square

(c) Sector pattern.

!he operator selects the required pattern and inserts the pattern parameters via the con-

trol and aisplay unit (CDU). Automatic or manual search start facilities are available

together with fully automatic pattern flying through autopilot steering signals. Search

mode interrupt and re-entry capabilities are included. These options are not, at present,

incorporated in service Omega equipments, but could be implemented quickly as a software

change. The final standard equipments in service use have sufficient spare computer cap-

acity to include these SAR facilities. More comprehensive details are available in Ref 2.

3 THE FLIGHT TEST ONS EQUIPMENT

The receiver processor unit (RPU) used for the flight tests was loaned to RAE by

Litton. It differs from those now in service use only in the software modifications

required to cope with the different speed range. These modificat.ons are as follows:

(a) The wind value is set to zero whenever the TAS input is less than 80 kn.

(b) Manual override of TAS input is allowed if the entered value is above 10 kn and

1elow 650 kn.

(c) Manual entry of TAS can be made at any time, and retained during power interrupts.

When the entry is made on the ground, it is displayed but not used.

(d) When TAS is less than 80 kn, time-to-go is computed using 100 kn.

(e) Leg switching is computed using 50 kn instead of 100 kn.

(f) In the remote ranging mode, time-to-go is based on actual ground speed; if TAS is

less than 80 kn, time-to-go is computed using 100 kn.

(g) Distance is displayed on the CDU in nautical miles and tenths of a nautical mile,

with a range of 000.0 to 999.9 n mile.

The remaining items making uD the ONS, the CDU and the H-field 'brick' type

antenna, were standard service approved items.

4 THE AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION

4.1 The antenna

Two types of antenna can be used in ONS operation: the E-field (capacitance plate)

antenna or the H-field (crossed ferrite loop) antenna. Both pose installation problems.

The H-field antenna is sensitive to noise emanating from the aircraft's power supplies

and, in the case of the RAE Wessex, from the experimental power supplies fitted to the

aircraft.

The main problem is the 400 Hz (nominal) fundamental frequency of power generation.

The 25th and upwards harmonics of frequencies in the range 390-410 Hz fall in the Omega

band (10-14 kHz) and changes in the primary frequency, which are common with varying



aircraft load conditions, can result in severe interference to Omega equipment, especially

as the return current path is tne aircraft skin. Large currznts in the aircraft skin have

attendant large magnetic fields which couple to the antenna and reduce the signal/noise

ratio. It is therefore of paramount importance to choose a site for an H-field antenna

which is electrically as 'quiet' as possible. If such a site can be found using skin map-

ping techniques (briefly explained later in this Memorandum), an H-field antenna should be

used in preference to the second type available.

The E-field antenn is subject to 'precipitation static' effects when the aircraft

moves through electrically charged particles in certain types of cloud. Precipitation

static produces noise which is random in nature and can result in the Omega RPU being

swamped with noise for long periods of time. The effects are more fully discussed in

Ref 3.

A helicopter poses particular noise problems as considerable electrical power is

generated effectively at the centre of a very small aircraft with poor electromagnetic

shieldin&. These problems were exacerbated on the RAE Wessex XL 728 as the aircraft is

fited witi auxilliary power generators for experimental purposes.

4.2 Skin mapping

The aircraft was skin mapped using a standard Omega antenna as a magnetic probe.

The antenna was connected via a test unit to the Omega PPU and also to a low frequency

spectrum analyser (Hewlett Packard type 3580A) operating on the specific Omega frequencies

in the 10-14 kHz band and sampling bandwidths of 30 or 10 Hz. The antenna was powered

either from the test unit (internal batteries) or, via the test unit, from a standard

Omega RPU which enabled direct observation of Omega performance. The test unit allows

individual loops in the antenna to be connected to the spectrum analyser. With the air-

craft in a condition approximating as closely c rcssible to normal flight conditions,

ie all engines, generators, electrical and radio equipment running, the antenna was held

against the aircraft skin while the signal/noise characteristics of a possible site were

examined by means of the spectrum analyser and the Omega. Other possible sites were

investigated in turn until an electrically quiet site was found. The antenna was then

fixed to the site using adhesive tape and the Omega performance was checked using standard

Omega equipment. Test results were compared with calibration results taken in the

iricirity of an electrically 'dead' aircraft.

Five possible sites were examined (Fig 1). The optimum site found was position 5,

on the top rear fuselage just forward of the tail rotor folding hinge. Several positions

were investigated forward of position 1, but noise was so hid that no readings were noted.

Position 2 was unusable due to noise spikes from pulsed anti-collision light. Skin map-

ping results are given in Table 1.

- It was apparent that much of the noise was generated by the additional generators

carried on this aircraft for experimental purposes. There appearel to be very little

4noise from the aircraft's own inverters at position 5.

It was also found, during skin mapping, that if the ar.tenna was lifted away from

the aircraft skin by as little as 20 mm the magnetic coupling between the noise currents
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in the aircraft skin and the antenna was modified and an improvement in received signal/

noise ratio was effected.

A small top hat assembly was designed to enable the antenna to be mounted horizon-

tally in normal flight at position 5. A 20 mm thick non-conducting block v:as also

designed to check the effect of lifting the antenna away from the aircraft skin.

4.3 The RPU and CDU

The RPU and CDU were mounted on RAE 'RADRAC' trays in a stretcher assembly on the

port side of the aircraft cabin. Power for the ONS (115V, 1, 400 Hz, 66 W; and 28V dc, 1 A)

was taken from the aircraft experimental supplies. The ONS was rate-aided from the air-

craft compass and by manually inserting true airspeed.

5 FLIGHT TESTING

The trial was conducted at flight levels between zero and 3000 ft at a constant

speed of 90 kn. Outward flight legs were flown on a constant heading of 260 (true) from

RAE and return legs on the reciprocal heading. Accuracy was determined by reading Omega

fixes when overhead known landmarks (the Wessex is fitted with a vertical sight, enabling

overhead positions to be accurately determined). A total of 7j h of flight trials (four

sorties) have been flown. The first three sorties were flown with the antenna mounted on

the aircraft skin, and the final sortie with the insulating block interposed between the

mounting plate and the antenna. On this last sortie Omega station 1 (Norway) was off the

air for routine maintenance.

Results were hand logged on an RAE designed Omega/VLF reporting form (Table 2).

The following parameters were logged at each position fix:

(i) Time GMT.

(ii) Omega position latitude/longitude.

(iii) Omega stations available for use.

(iv) Omega signal quality. (The ONS outputs a 2-digit number between 00 (no

signal) and 40 (max acceptable signal) related to signal/noise ratio for

each frequency of each station received.)

(v) Omega stations and frequencies used by the ONS for navigation. The ONS

outputs an octal number between 0 (no usable frequency) and 7 (three usable

frequencies) for each Omega station.

(vi) VLF stations received.

(vii) VLF station signal quality.

(viii) VLF station mode of modulation.,

(ix) Reference position (latitude/longitude).

(x) Received signal quality. (The ONS outputs a 2-digit number between 00

(ideal signal quality) and 24 (NO signals).)



6 RESULTS

6.1 First flight

The first flight took place on 1 May 1980 vitn cake-off at 1410 GMI and landing at

1607 GMT. The trial was conducted at a height of 2500 ft. Although the signal reception

was affected by aircraft generated noise, Omega operation was good. All Omega stations,

with the exception of Hawaii (not received in UK due to range) and La Reunion (very .:eak

in UK), were received and VLF reception was good with three stations availabe for most of

the trial, at or near, maximum usable signal strength (Table 2).

Position accuracy was very good with a mean radial error of less than 1 n mile

(Fig 2).

6.2 Flight 2 (2 May 1980; take-off 0913, landing 1040)

This trial was conducted at low level, 100-700 ft, and had to be curtailed due to

rapidly deteriorating weather conditions with low cloud, rain and poor visibility.

There was no marked deterioration in Omega performance due to the low altitude or

persistent 'in cloud' operation. A minimum of 13 Omega lines of position (LOPs) were

received at all times and VLF reception was good. Poor visibility made accurate determin-

ation of overhead positions difficult, but positional accuracy appeared to be good with a

terminal error of approximately 0.5 n mile.

6.3 Flight 3 (7 May 1980; take-off 114 3 , landin_ 1350)

This trial was conducted at heights between 1000 and 3000 ft and included an emer-

gency air traffic diversion which entailed rapid manoeuvring of the aircraft. Signal

reception and position accuracy were again good and the rapid manoeuvres had no apparent

effect on Omega accuracy.

The accuracy plot for this flight (Fig 3) shows the effect of a sudden ionospheric
disturbance (SID) on Omega operation. A SID is the result of depression of the ionosphere

caused by bursts of X-rays from solar flares. The electron density of the part of the

layer facing the sun suddenly increases after which it gradually returns to its previous

value. The onset of the effect is usually complete within 5-10 min and the decay can

last an hour or longer. The phase velocity of the received signal is affected and sig-

nificant errors can result. The effects are totally unpredictable and it is impossible

to compensate for them. Their effect is equivalent to a reduction in propagation time.

Not all paths from all stations are affected and multiple redundancy of signal reception

tends to reduce the error effects. Only daylight paths are affected.

During the period of this trial the RN2 ground monitor was recording all receivable

Omega parameters and the effects found on the trial were directly correlated with monitor

records.

6.4 Flight 4 (15 August 1980; take-off 0944, landing 1129)

This trial was conducted at a height of 1500 ft with the antenna mounted on a 20mm

insulating block to verify the apparent improvement in signal/noise ratio found during

skin mapping (see section 4.2). Omega Station I (Norway) was off the air for maintenance
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for the period of the trial and Station 2 (Liberia) suffered a failure of approximately

15 min during the return leg. The loss of these two stations (the stationsreceived at

greatest amplitude in UK) had no noticeable effect on Omega accuracy, which was again

very good. There was an improvement of an average of about 5 dB in received signal/noise

ratio when compared with results obtained w.ithout the insulating block (see Tables 2

and 3)- VIF was again good with a minimum of two stations (and often three) available at,

or near, maximum strength. Accuracy results are given in Fig 4.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Omega operation, using a standard service LTN-211 Omega (ARI 23314) equipment with

minimal software modification, was shown to be viable in a Wessex aircraft. It would be

necessary, however, to fit some form of air data computer to feed Omega with accurate TAS

if the equipment tested were to be procured for service use. There are other versions of

the equipment which do not require velocity rate-counting as the aircraft velocity is

derived from the rate of change of phase. Operational altitude has, as expected, little

or no effect on Omega performance. It would be vital to carry out a detailed skin mapping

exercise (preferably) on more than one aircraft in a fleet before a major installation

exericse was contemplated.

Some SAP and ASW programmes are already available for use in the LTN-211, but none

7. are, to date, incorporated in standard service equipments. There is enough spare computer

capacity in the standard service sets to accommodate the SAP programmes described in

section 2. Other SAP and ASW programmes could easily be incorporated, but might need

additional computer memory or modification of existing programmes. Omega with the above

software would greatly enhance the navigational performance of both RAF and Navy

helicopters.

Omega reception on the RAE Wessex is affected by noise generated by the aircraft's

experimental power supplies. These power supplies are not carried in standard service

aircraft and Omega operations should, therefore, be improved. Service aircraft do, how-

ever, carry electrical and radio equipment not fitted to the RAE aircraft. The effect of

this equipment on Omega performance could only be ascertained by careful skin mapping of

each type of aircraft to be fitted.

In operations around UK, the loss of one or two Omega stations, has been shown to

have little or no effect on Omega accuracy. The effects in other theatres of operation

would depend on the relative geometry of the aircraft and the ground stations received and

the received signal strengths from these stations.

Raising the antenna away from the aircraft skin results in a useful gain in received

signal/noise ratio on the RAE Wessex. It is possible that the effect could be similar on

other helicopter installations but this could only be ascertained by careful skin mapping.

-'



Appendix

SKIN MAPPING RESULTS ON THE RAE SEA KING HELICOPTER XU 371

Some preliminary skin mapping was performed for the RAE Sea King helicopter on

20 June 1980. The aircraft is 'non-standard' in that it has been modified for experimen-

tal use and contains no radar. Six positions on the fuselage were investigated (Fir 5).

Positions 1, 3, 7, 8 and 9 were so noisy that no readings were taken. Position 2 was

severely affected by noise from the aircraft's inverters, and from the experimental inver-

ters, affecting the 13.6 kHz Omega signal. The most promising positions found were on the

aircraft's horizontal stabiliser section (Fig 5). Two positions, 4 and 5 on the underside

of the stabiliser, were investigated with one, position 6, on the top of the stabiliser.

Position 6 was found to be unusable due to pick up from the anti-collision light on top

of the pylon. Position 4, inboard on the underside of the stabiliser, was marginally

affected when the rotors were engaged, but position 5 appeared to be totally unaffected.

Skin mapping results, for positions 4 and 5, are given at Table 4.

This aircraft is very non-standard and the results are not necessarily applicable

to 'standard' Sea King helicopters.

An antenna mounted on the underside of the stabiliser could affect the longitudinal

pitching moment of the aircraft. This could affect the aircraft handling in terms of fore

and aft control and/or stability. In view of the above, it was decided not to proceed

with an experimental Omega installation on the RAE aircraft. This does not mean that the

LTN-211 ONS is not viable in Sea Kings. On the contrary, it is suggested that such an

installation could be a useful addition to the aircraft. But it would be necessary first,
to carry out a skin map of a typical operational aircraft, and to follow that with a trial

installation if a promising antenna site could be found.

I

C5
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SKIN MAPPING RESULTS FOR 1 2 iSSHX XL 72

Aircraft No. XL 728 Skin mapping data sheet

Aircraft heading: 030 Aircraft: W'essex 1k 2

Signal-to-noise ratio at d.

Loop Airframe Spectrum Configation

No. 10.2 kHz 11.33 kHz 13.6 kHz location analyser
LIi bandwidth

N S + N A N S &N 1 N S+ 

1 -85 -63 22 -85 -62 23 -80 -62 18 Ambient 30 Hz Ant 50 ft
from

2 -85 -53 32 -85 -63 32 -82 -52 30 aircraft

1 -85 -8o -82
I " No power

2 -80 -80 -80

1 -60 -68 -67 Inverters
I "" aircraft on

2 -48 -51 -6o exreriment

1 Large spikes caused by anti-collision
I I 2 "I"

2 Light (unusable)

1 -60 -62 -65

2 -51 -56 -57

1 -65 -65 -75
4 8

2 -50 -52 -55

1 -73 -75 -75

2 -66 -66 -62

NOTES: A N = noise only, S + N = signal plus noise, = difference

Configurations defined as follows:

1: Engines on 5: Lights on

2: Generator on main 6: Air conditioning on

3: Generators on auxiliary 7: Fan on
4: Electronics on 8: All on

:i4
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Table 4

SKIN MAPPING RESULTS SEA KING HORIZONTAL STABILISER

Aircraft No. XV 371 Skin mapping data sheet

Aircraft heading: 010 Aircraft: Sea King

Signal-to-noise ratio at dB

Loop Air frame Spectrum Configuration

No. 10.2 kHz 11.33 kHz 13.6 kHz location bandwidth

N S+N A N S+N A N S+N A

1 -85 -71 14 -80 -72 18 -86 -73 13 Ambient 30 Hz Ant 50 ft
from

2 -87 -67 20 -82 -68 14 -88 -70 18 aircraft

1 -85 -70 -82 -72 -87 -73 Port engine
5 " " on + all

2 -88 -66 -80 -70 -87 -70 inverters

1 -85 -70 -80 -72 -86 -73 Both engines
5II ti

2 -88 -65 -82 -68 -88 -70 GND idle

1 -83 -70 -83 -72 -85 -71 Engage ro' rs

2 -80 -67 -82 -68 -85 -68 8

1 -83 -70 -78 -72 -70 -68

2 -87 -65 -83 -68 -83 -69 8

NOTES: A N = Noise only, S + N = signal plus noise, A = difference

A Configurations defined as follows:

1: Engines on 5: Lights on
2: Generator on main 6: Air conditioning on
3: Generators on auxiliary 7: Fan on
4: Electronics on 8: All on

A-

4.

E-
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